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Down]up algebras which originated in the study of differential posets were
recently defined and studied by Benkart and Roby. Benkart posed an open
problem in her paper: to determine the centers of all down]up algebras. Here in
this paper we completely solve this problem. As an application we also get the
centers of homogenizations of down]up algebras. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Ž .Assume P is a locally finite partial ordered set poset with order - ,
and let C P denote the vector space over the complex numbers whose basis
is the set P. The down and up operators are linear transformations on C P
which come from the order relation on P and are defined by
d y s x , and u y s z .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý
x$y y$z
Ž . Ž .Thus d y is the sum of all the elements x of P that y covers, and u y is
the sum of all elements z of P that cover y. The down and up operators d
and u can generate various unital associative algebras over C depending
on the poset P. For more details on such algebras we refer the reader to
w xS, L, T .
w xBenkart and Roby in their recent paper BR generalized the algebra
generated by the down and up operators d and u. Their definition is as
follows.
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DEFINITION 1.1. Let a , b , g be fixed but arbitrary complex numbers.
Ž .The unital associative algebra A [ A a , b , g over C with generators d, u
and the defining relations
Ž . 2 2R1 d u s a dud q b ud q g d,
Ž . 2 2R2 du s a udu q b u d q g u
is a down]up algebra.
All algebras generated by the down and up operators of a poset are
special down]up algebras, but for a down]up algebra it is not known
whether there exists a poset whose down and up operators generate this
w xdown]up algebra, see B . It is easy to see that when g / 0 the down]up
Ž . Ž . Xalgebra A a , b , g is isomorphic to A a , b , 1 by the map, d “ d , u “
g uX. Therefore, it would suffice to treat just two cases g s 0 or 1.
There are also a lot of interesting examples for down]up algebras. For
Ž . Ž .instance, if g / 0, A 2, y1, g , U sl the universal enveloping algebra2
Ž w x.of the Lie algebra sl see B .2
DEFINITION 1.2. Let a , b , g be fixed but arbitrary complex numbers.
Ž .The unital associative algebra A [ A a , b , g , t over C with generators
d,u, t and the defining relations
Ž . 2 2 2H1 d u s a dud q b ud q t d,
Ž . 2 2 2H2 du s a udu q b u d q t d
Ž .H3 td s dt, tu s ut.
Ž .is called the homogenization of the down]up algebra A a , b , g .
Ž Ž .. Ž .The center Z [ Z A a , b , g of A a , b , g is defined by
< 4Z A a , b , g s ¤ g A ¤w s w¤ for all w g A .Ž .Ž .
In the present paper we determine the centers of all down]up algebras
Ž .and all homogenizations of the down]up algebras A a , b , g . In order to
easily state our results we introduce some notations. Let
a y D a q D
2'D s a q 4b , s s , s s . 1.1Ž .1 22 2
Here actually D is any one of the two square roots of a 2 q 4b since we
Ž .  4have two square roots they can be equal . We denote N s 0, 1, 2, . . . ,
0and denote the ring of integers by Z. We shall always interpret s 0, and0
00 s 1.
Our main results are as follows.
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Ž .THEOREM 1.3. The center of the down]up algebra A a , b , g is gi¤en as
follows:
Ž . Ž Ž .. wŽ Ž . Ž .n xa Z A a , b , g s C du y ar2 ud q 2gra y 2 if D s 0 and
ar2 is a primiti¤e root of unity of order n ) 1, here we allow n s 1 if g s 0;
Ž . Ž Ž .. wŽ .2 xb Z A 2, y1, g s C du y ud y g du y g ud if g / 0;
Ž . Ž Ž .. wŽ Ž ..n xc Z A a , b , g s C du y s ud q gr s y 1 if D / 0, s is a2 1 1
primiti¤e root of unity of order n ) 1, and s is not a root of unity; here we2
allow n s 1 if g s 0;
Ž . Ž Ž .. wŽ Ž ..n xd Z A a , b , g s C du y s ud q gr s y 1 if D / 0, s is a1 2 2
primiti¤e root of unity of order n ) 1, and s is not a root of unity; here we1
allow n s 1 if g s 0;
Ž . Ž Ž .. wŽ Ž .. jŽe Z A a , b , g s C du y s ud q gr s y 1 du y s ud q1 2 2
Ž .. i < i j xgr s y 1 ; i, j g N with s s s 1 if D / 0, and both s and s are not1 1 2 1 2
roots of unity;
Ž . Ž Ž . w n n Ž Ž .. jŽf Z A a , b , g s C d , u , du y s ud q gr s y 1 du y s ud1 2 2
Ž .. i < i j xq gr s y 1 ; i, j g N with s s s 1 if D / 0, s , s are primiti¤e roots1 1 2 1 2
w xof unity of order n ) 1, n ) 1, respecti¤ely, and n s n , n ; here we allow1 2 1 2
n s 1 or n s 1 if g s 0;1 2
Ž . Ž Ž .. wŽ Ž ..n xg Z A a , b , g s C du y s ud q gr s y 1 if gD / 0, s s1 2 1
1, and s is a primiti¤e root of unity of order n ) 1;2
Ž . Ž Ž .. wŽ Ž ..n xh Z A a , b , g s C du y s ud q gr s y 1 if gD / 0, s s2 1 2
1, s is a primiti¤e root of unity of order n ) 1;1
Ž . Ž Ž ..i Z A a , b , g s C otherwise.
Ž .THEOREM 1.4. The center of the homogenization A a , b , g , t of the
Ž .down]up algebra A a , b , g is as follows:
Ž . Ž Ž .. wŽ Ž . 2 Ž ..n xa Z A a , b , g , t s C du y ar2 ud q 2g t r a y 2 if D s
0 and ar2 is a primiti¤e root of unit of order n ) 1; here we allow n s 1 if
g s 0;
Ž . Ž Ž .. wŽ .2 2 2 xb Z A 2, y1, g , t s C du y ud y g t du y g t ud if g / 0;
Ž . Ž Ž .. wŽ 2 Ž ..n xc Z A a , b , g , t s C du y s ud q g t r s y 1 if D / 0, s2 1 1
is a primiti¤e root of unity of order n ) 1, and s is not a root of unity; here2
we allow n s 1 if g s 0;
Ž . Ž Ž .. wŽ 2 Ž ..n xd Z A a , b , g , t s C du y s ud q g t r s y 1 if D / 0, s1 2 2
is a primiti¤e root of unity of order n ) 1, and s is not a root of unity; here1
we allow n s 1 if g s 0;
Ž . Ž Ž .. wŽ 2 Ž .. jŽe Z A a , b , g , t s C du y s ud q g t r s y 1 du y s ud q1 2 2
2 Ž .. i < i j xg t r s y 1 ; i, j g N with s s s 1 if D / 0, and both s and s are not1 1 2 1 2
roots of unity;
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Ž . Ž Ž .. w n n Ž 2 Ž .. iŽf Z A a , b , g , t s C d , u , du y s ud q g t r s y 1 du y1 2
2 Ž .. j < i j xs ud q g t r s y 1 ; i, j g N with s s s 1 if D / 0, s , s are primiti¤e2 1 2 1 1 2
w xroots of unity of order n ) 1, n ) 1, respecti¤ely, and n s n , n ; here we1 2 1 2
allow n s 1 or n s 1 if g s 0;1 2
Ž . Ž Ž .. wŽ 2 Ž ..n xg Z A a , b , g , t s C du y s ud q g t r s y 1 if gD / 0, s1 2 1
s 1, and s are primiti¤e roots of unity of order n ) 1;2
Ž . Ž Ž .. wŽ 2 Ž ..n xh Z A a , b , g , t s C du y s ud q g t r s y 1 if gD / 0,2 1
s s 1, s are primiti¤e roots of unity of order n ) 1;2 1
Ž . Ž Ž ..i Z A a , b , g , t s C otherwise.
The results in Theorem 1.3 when D / 0 are also obtained by Kulkarni in
w xK from the ring theory point of view. Here our method is elementary and
different from his.
2. SOME PROPERTIES OF DOWN]UP ALGEBRAS
Similar to the universal enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra, we have the
Poincare]Birkhoff]Witt type result for down]up algebras as follows.
w xTHEOREM 2.1 B, Theorem 4.1 . Assume A is a down-up algebra o¤er C.
 iŽ . j k < 4Then u du d i, j, k g N is a basis of A.
We define the nonnegative integer i q 2 j q k as the degree of a mono-
iŽ . j k Ž iŽ . j k . Žm.mial u du d , and we denote deg u du d s i q 2 j q k. Set A s
iŽ . j k Žm. Žn. Žmqn.Ý Cu du d . We know that A A : A . Then we have aiq2 jqk F m
Ž w x.filtration of A see B :
0 ; AŽ0. ; AŽ1. ; ??? ; D‘ AŽm. s A. 2.1Ž . Ž .ms 0
 iŽ . j k < 4Let A s span u du d i, j, k with k y i s m for all m g Z. Wem C
know that A A ; A . Then we have a Z-gradationi j iqj
A s A . 2.2Ž .[ m
mgZ
w xFor more details see B .
LEMMA 2.2. Assume A is a down]up algebra o¤er C, and a, b g C are
 iŽ . j k < 4arbitrary. Then B [ u du q aud q b d i, j, k g N is a basis of A.
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Proof. Noting that du ud s ud du , we see that, for j ) 0,
jdu q aud q bŽ .
jy1
jj jyl l Ž2 jy1.s du q ud du mod AŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý ž /lls0
jy1
jj jyly1 l Ž2 jy1.s du q u d ud du mod A .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý ž /lls0
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Ž . Ž . Ž . jy ly1Ž . l Ž2 jy1.From 2.1 and 2.2 it follows that d ud du g A l A sy1
Ž Ž2 jy2. .A l A d; thus we obtain0
jy1
j j ljy1 jyl Ž2 jy1.du q aud q b s du q )u du d mod A ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý
ls0
2.3Ž .
where the )'s are some complex numbers. For any m g N, set Aw m x s
 iŽ . j k < 4 w m x  iŽ . j kwspan u du d i, k g N, j F m and B s span u du q aud q b d i, k
4 Ž Ž . iŽg N, j F m . By induction on m and by applying 2.3 to u du q aud q
.m k . w m x w m xb d we can easily see that A s B . For any m g N we define
Žm. iŽ . j k Ž . Žm.B s Ý Cu du q aud q b d . It follows from 2.3 that Biq2 jqk F m
Žm. Ž .; A . We see that B spans A. By induction on j and using 2.3 we can
iŽ . j k Žm.show that if i q 2 j q k F m, then u du d ; B . Thus for all m g N,
we have BŽm. s AŽm., i.e.,
ji k <span u du q aud q b d i q 2 j q k F mŽ . 4
ji k <s span u du d i q 2 j q k F m .Ž . 4
From Lemma 2.1 it follows that the set in the right hand side of the above
equation is linearly independent, thus we get the independence of the set
i j k Ž . < 4u du q aud q b d i, j, k g N .
With respect to the new basis stated in Lemma 2.2, we also have a
filtration of A,
0 ; BŽ0. ; BŽ1. ; ??? ; D‘ BŽm. s A ,Ž . ms 0
Žm. iŽ . j kwhere B s Ý Cu du q aud q b d . If we use this new nota-iq2 jqk F m
Ž .tion filtration , we always mean with respect to the corresponding basis.
Ž i. Ž i.  iŽ . j k <Note that A s B . Let B s span u du q aud q b d i, j, k withm C
4k y i s m for all m g Z. Similarly B B ; B . Then we have a Z-grada-i j iqj
tion A s [ B . This filtration and this gradation will be important tommg Z
our later proofs.
DEFINITION 2.3. We say that an element w g A is of degree i if
Ž i. Ž iy1. Ž .w g A and w f A ; we denote deg w s i. We say that an element
w g A has degree m with respect to du q aud q b if m is the maximal
iŽpower index of du q aud q b of all nonzero monomials u du q aud q
. j k  iŽ . j k <b d in the expression of w with respect to u du q aud q b d i, j, k g
4 Ž .N . We denote Deg w s m if there are not ambiguities.
iq1 ŽLEMMA 2.4. For all i G 0, there exist a , b , c in C with d u s a du qi i i i
. i Ž .b ud q c d , a s 1, b s c s 0 .i i 0 0 0
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Ž .a If D / 0, we ha¤e
iq1 iq1 i i iy1s y s b s y sŽ .2 1 2 1
a s , b s , c s g a .Ýi i i jD D js0
Ž .b If D s 0, we ha¤e
iy1i iq1a a
a s i q 1 , b s yi , c s g a .Ž . Ýi i i jž / ž /2 2 js0
Proof. We see that a s 1 and a s a , b s b , c s g . By the follow-0 1 1 1
ing computation
diq2 u s d a du q b ud q c diŽ .Ž .i i i
s a a dud q b ud2 q g d q b dud q c d diŽ .Ž .i i i
iq1s a a q b du q ba ud q c q g a d ,Ž . Ž .i i i i i
we deduce that, for all i G 2,
iy1
a s a a q ba , b s ba , c s g a . 2.4Ž .Ýi iy1 iy2 i iy1 i j
js0
Ž .Next we shall solve the linear recurrence relation 2.4 by standard
w xmethods as in Br, Chap. 7 , for example.
Case 1. Suppose D / 0.
We know that there exist x , x g C such that a s x si q x si . By1 2 i 1 1 2 2
solving the set of equations a s x q x s 1, a s x s q x s s a we0 1 2 1 1 1 2 2
Ž .obtain that x s ys rD, x s s rD. Thus a follows.1 1 2 2
Case 2. Suppose D s 0.
Ž .2Note that b s ar2 and s s s s ar2. We know there exist x , x g1 2 1 2
C such that a s x si q x isi . By solving the set of equations a s x s 1,i 1 1 2 1 0 1
Ž .a s x s q x s s a we obtain that x s x s 1. Thus b can follow1 1 1 2 2 1 2
easily.
Remark that, for all i G 1, we also have
duiq1 s ui a du q b ud q c .Ž .i i i
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LEMMA 2.5. If s / 1, we ha¤e2
g g
d du y s ud q s s du y s ud q d ,1 2 1ž / ž /s y 1 s y 12 2
g g
du y s ud q u s s u du y s ud q .1 2 1ž / ž /s y 1 s y 12 2
If s / 1, we ha¤e1
g g
d du y s ud q s s du y s ud q d ,2 1 2ž / ž /s y 1 s y 11 1
g g
du y s ud q u s s u du y s ud q .2 1 2ž / ž /s y 1 s y 11 1
Ž . Ž .Proof. By noting s q s s a , s s s yb and using R1 , R2 , we can1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .directly verify all the formulas in a and b . We leave the details to the
reader.
LEMMA 2.6. Suppose that i, j, k are fixed nonnegati¤e integers, and that
jg
i kw s x u du y s ud q di 1ž /s y 12
jy1g
iq1 kq1q x u du y s uD q diq1 1ž /s y 12
jy i0g
iq i kqi0 0q ??? qx u du y s ud q d ,iq i 10 ž /s y 12
Ž Ž iq2 jqk ..where x , . . . , x g C with x / 0. If dw s wd mod B andi iqi iqi0 0
Ž Ž iq2 jqk .. iq i0 jy i0 kq i0 jy i0uw s wu mod B , then s s s 1 and s s s 1.1 2 1 2
Proof. By using Lemma 2.4 and noting b s ys s , we compute that1 2
a X s q b X s s j
X
. Then for iX, jX, kX with iX q 2 jX q kX s i q 2 j q k andj y1 1 j y1 1
iX G 1.
jX jXg gX X Xk j k q1d du y s ud q d s s du y s ud q d ,1 2 1ž / ž /s y 1 s y 12 2
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jXgX Xi kd u du y s ud q d1ž /ž /s y 12
jXgX Xi y1 k
X Xs u a du q b ud du y s ud q dŽ .i y1 i y1 1ž /s y 12
mod BŽ iq2 jqk .Ž .
jXq1gX Xi y1 k
Xs a u du y s ud q di y1 1ž /s y 12
jXgX X Xj i k q1
X Xq a s q b s u du y s ud q dŽ .i y1 1 i y1 2 1ž /s y 12
mod BŽ iq2 jqk .Ž .
jXq1gX Xi y1 k
Xs a u du y s ud q di y1 1ž /s y 12
jXgX X X Xi j i k q1 Ž iq2 jqk .q s s u du y s ud q d mod B .Ž .1 2 1ž /s y 12
iq i0Ž Ž .. jy i0 kq i0q1Computing the coefficients of u du y s ud q gr s y 1 d1 2
Ž Ž iq2 jqky1.. iq i0 jy i0on both sides of dw s wd mod B yields that s s s 1.1 2
The other equality is dual to the established one.
iŽLEMMA 2.7. Let m be a positi¤e integer, let w s Ý a u du qiq2 jqksm i, j, k
. j k l iŽ . ly i my2 lqiaud q b d , and let w s Ý a u du q aud q b d forl is0 i, lyi, my2 lqi
Ž Žm.. Ž Žm..l with 0 F l F mr2. If dw s wd mod B and uw s wu mod B , then
Ž Žm.. Ž Žm..dw s w d mod B and uw s w u mod B for all l.l l l l
Proof. If we regard the degree of du q aud q b with respect to u as 1,
we see that, for a fixed l, all monomials of w have the same degree withl
respect to u, and the same degree with respect to d. It is clear that
j jq1i k iy1 kd u du q aud q b d s a u du q aud q b dŽ . Ž .Ž . iy1
ji kq1q )u du q aud q b d q ???Ž .
q )uiq jdkq jq1 mod BŽ iq2 jqk . ,Ž .
j jq1i k i ky1u du q aud q b d u s a u du q aud q b dŽ . Ž .Ž . iy1
jiq1 kq )u du q aud q b d q ???Ž .
q )uiq jq1dkq j mod BŽ iq2 jqk . .Ž .
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Comparing the monomials with degree l with respect to u on both sides of
Ž Žm.. Ž Žm..dw s wd mod B and uw s wu mod B in the expression with
 iŽ . j k < 4respect to the basis u du q aud q b d i, j, k g N and by using Lemma
Žm. Žm.Ž . Ž .2.1, we deduce dw s w d mod B and uw s w u mod B .l l l l
3. PROOFS OF MAIN RESULTS
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 1.3.
Ž Ž .Proof of Theorem 1.3. We shall determine Z s Z A a , b , g case by
case.
Case 1. Suppose a s b s 0.
Ž . Ž .Formulas R1 and R2 become
d2 u s g d , du2 s g u. 3.1Ž .
w xSuppose z g Z has degree m ) 0. It is clear that z f C d . Expand z
 iŽ . j k < 4 Ž .with respect to the basis u du d i, j, k g N . From 3.1 we see that
mq 1 w x mq 1 w xd z g C d but zd f C d , a contradiction. Thus Z s C.
Case 2. Suppose that D s 0, that a / 0, and that a / 2 if g / 0.
Ž .2Note that b s y ar2 and s s s s ar2. By Lemma 2.4 we see that1 2
iy1i iy1a a
a s i y 1 / 0, b s yi , c s g a , ; i g N.Ž . Ýi i i jž / ž /2 2 js0
wŽ Ž .Let W s C if ar2 is not a root of unity, and W s C du y ar2 ud q
Ž ..n x2gr a y 2 if ar2 is an n-primitive root of unity. It is clear by Lemma
Ž Ž ..2.5 that Z A a , b , g > W. Suppose that z g Z is arbitrary. We shall
Ž . Ž .show by induction on deg z that z g W. If deg z s 0, we have z g C.
Ž .Suppose that any center element with degree - m ) 0 is in W. Let
Ž .z g Z with deg z s m ) 0, and let z s z q z q ??? qz where z ism my1 0 i
 iŽ Ž .homogeneous of degree i corresponding to the basis u du y ar2 ud q
Ž .. j k < 42gr a y 2 d i, j, k g N . By considering dz s zd and uz s zu we see
Ž Žm.. Ž Žm..that dz s z d mod B and uz s z u mod B . It suffices to showm m m m
that there exists an w g W l BŽm. such that z y w g BŽmy1.. We shallm
Ž .  iŽprove this by induction on Deg z with respect to the basis u du ym
Ž . Ž .. j k < 4 Ž . mar2 ud q 2gr a y 2 d i, j, k g N . If Deg z s 0, let z s x u qm m 0
my 1 m Ž .x u d q ??? qx d , where x g C. We have Deg dz s 1 or1 m i m
Ž . Ž . Ž .Deg z d s 1 and Deg z d s Deg uz s 0, which implies z s 0, am m m m
Ž .contradiction. So Deg z s m ) 0. If, in the expression of z withm 1 m
 iŽ Ž . Ž .. j k < 4respect to the basis u du y ar2 ud q 2gr a y 2 d i, j, k g N , there
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iŽ Ž . Žexists a nonzero monomial of the form u du y ar2 ud q 2gr a y
..m1 k Ž . Ž .2 d with i ) 0, then we have Deg dz s m q 1 and Deg z d s m .m 1 m 1
So
m1a 2g
z s a du y ud qm ž /2 a y 2
km y11 a 2g
i jq a u du y ud q dÝ Ý i , j , k ž /2 a y 2ks0 iqjsmy2 k
Ž .for some a / 0 , a g C. It follows that m s 2m . Leti, j, k 1
m1a 2g
Xw s du y ud qž /2 a y 2
m y11a 2g
qa u du y ud q d q ???1, my1, 1 ž /2 a y 2
qa um1 dm1gZ.m , 0 , m1 1
X X Ž Žm.. X X Ž Žm..By Lemma 2.7 we have dw s w d mod B and uw s w u mod B .
Ž .m1By Lemma 2.6 we see that ar2 s 1. Thus if ar2 is not a root of unity,
we conclude that m s 0, a contradiction, so Z s C. If ar2 is an n-primi-1
< Ž Ž Ž .tive root of unity, so n m , say m s nl. Then Deg z y a du y ar2 ud1 1 m
Ž ..nl.q 2gr a y 2 - m . By induction hypothesis, we see that z g W.1
Then Z s W.
Case 3. Suppose D s 0, g / 0, a s 2.
Note that b s y1, s s s s 1. By Lemma 2.4 we see that1 2
i i q 1Ž .
a s i q 1 / 0, b s yi , c s , ; i g N.Ž .i i i 2
wŽ .2 x Ž Ž ..Let W s C du y ud y g du y g ud . We can verify that Z A a , b , g
Ž . Ž Ž ..> W. Since in this case A ( U sl , and since Z U sl is generated by a2 2
Ž w x.degree 4 element see D , we conclude that Z s W.
Case 4. Suppose that D / 0, s is a primitive root of unity of order1
n ) 1, and s is not a root of unity. Here we allow n s 1 if g s 0.2
From Lemma 2.4 we see that a / 0 for all i g N. It is clear by Lemmai
Ž Ž .. wŽ Ž ..n x2.5 that Z A a , b , g > W [ C du y s ud q gr s y 1 . Suppose2 1
Ž .that z g Z is arbitrary. We shall show z g W by induction on deg z .
Ž .If deg z s 0, we have z g C.
Ž .Suppose that any center element with degree - m ) 0 is in W. Let
Ž .z g Z with deg z s m ) 0, and let z s z q z q ??? qz where z ism my1 0 i
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 iŽhomogeneous of degree i corresponding to the basis u du y s ud q2
Ž .. j k < 4gr s y 1 d i, j, k g N . By considering dz s zd and uz s zu we see1
Ž Žm.. Ž Žm..that dz s z d mod B and uz s z u mod B . It suffices to showm m m m
that there exists an w g W l BŽm. such that z y w g BŽmy1.. We shallm
Ž .  iŽprove this by induction on Deg z with respect to the basis u du y s udm 2
Ž .. j k < 4 Ž . m my1q g s y 1 d i, j, k g N . If Deg z s 0, let z s x u q x u d1 m m 0 1
m Ž . Ž .q ??? qx d , where x g C. We have Deg dz s 1 or Deg z d s 1 andm i m m
Ž . Ž . Ž .Deg z d s Deg uz s 0, a contradiction. So Deg z s m ) 0. If, inm m m 1
 iŽ Žthe expression of z with respect to the basis u du y s ud q gr s ym 2 1
.. j k < 4 iŽ1 d i, j, k g N , there exists a nonzero monomial of the form u du y
Ž ..m1 j Ž .s ud q gr s y 1 d with i ) 0, then we have deg dz s m q 1 and2 1 m 1
Ž .deg z d s m . Som 1
m1g
z s a du y s ud qm 2ž /s y 11
km y11 g
i jq a u du y s ud q dÝ Ý i , j , k 2ž /s y 11ks0 iqjsmy2 k
Ž .for some a / 0 , a g C. It implies m s 2m . Leti, j, k 1
m1Xw s du y s ud q gr s y 1Ž .Ž .2 1
m y11qa u du y s ud q gr s y 1 dŽ .Ž .1, my1, 1 2 1
q ??? qa um1 dm1 g Z.m , 0 , m1 1
X X Ž Žm.. X X Ž Žm..By Lemma 2.7 we have dw s w d mod B and uw s w u mod B .
By Lemma 2.6 we see that there exists j with 0 F j F m such that1
j m1yj < Ž Žs s s 1. Thus j s 0 and n m , say m s nl. Then Deg z y a du y2 1 1 1 m
Ž .nl.s ud q gr s y 1 - m . By induction hypothesis, we see that z g2 1 1
wŽ Ž ..n x Ž .C du y s ud q gr s y 1 . Therefore c follows.2 1
Case 5. Suppose that Dg / 0, s s 1, and s is not a root of unity.1 2
It suffices to show in this case that Z s C.
By contradiction we assume that there exists an element z g Z with
Ž .deg z ) 0. Let
jg
i kz q a u du y s ud q d ,Ý i , j , k 1ž /s y 12i , j , k
where a g C. Without loss of generality we may assume that a s 0.i, j, k 0, 0, 0
Claim 1. If a / 0 then 1 s k.i, j, k
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By contradiction, suppose that there exists a / 0, with i / k , sayi , j , k 0 00 0 0
Ž . kq i0yk 0Ži G k . By gradation 2.1 , we see that w s Ý a u du y0 0 j, k kqi yk , j, k0 0
Ž .. j ks ud q gr s y 1 d satisfies dw s wd and uw s wu. From a / 0 for1 2 i
Ž .all i g N and the fact that a / 0, we deduce that Deg dw si , j , k0 0 0
Ž .Deg wd q 1, a contradiction. Thus Claim 1 is true.
From Claim 1 we obtain that
jg
i iz s a u du y s ud q d .Ý i , j , i 1ž /s y 12i , j
iŽ Ž .. j iLet z s Ý a u du y s ud q gr s y 1 d for any l g N. It fol-l 2 iq2 jsl i, j, i 1 2
lows that z s Ým z with z / 0. By considering dz s zd and uz s zu weis1 i m
Ž Žm.. Ž Žm..see that dz s z d mod B and uz s z u mod B . Similar to them m m m
above cases we have
m yim 11 g
i iz s a u du y s ud q dÝm i , m yi , i 11 ž /s y 12is0
Žwith a / 0 for some m g N. Noting that, for i ) 0, a q b0, m , 0 1 iy1 iy11
.s 1 ,
jg
i id u du y s ud q d1ž /ž /s y 12
jq1g
iy1 is a u du y s ud q diy1 1ž /s y 12
jg
j i iq1q s u du y s ud q d2 1ž /s y 12
ja g giy1 iy1 iq c y u du y s ud q d , 3.2Ž .iy1 1ž / ž /s y 1 s y 12 2
Ž Žm.. Ž j .from dz s z d mod B we deduce that a s y 1 qm m i, m y i, i 21
a a s 0 for 0, 1, . . . , m y 1. Since a / 0, a / 0, andi iq1, n yiy1, iq1 1 0, m , 0 i1 1
s j y 1 / 0 we obtain that a / 0. Suppose p is the smallest positive2 m , 0, m1 1
Ž . Ž . Žinteger such that a / 0. Since c y a g r s y 1 s pgr 1 yp, 0, p py1 py1 2
. Ž .s / 0, by using 3.2 with i s p and j s 0 we know that the monomial2
pa u py1d p / 0 is in the expression of dz but is not in the expression ofp, 0, p
zd, which is a contradiction. So we must have Z s C.
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Case 6. Suppose that D / 0, s is a primitive root of unity of order2
n ) 1, and s is not a root of unity. Here we allow n s 1 if g s 0.1
wŽWith similar argument as in Case 4, we can deduce that Z s C du y
Ž ..n xs ud q gr s y 1 .2 1
Case 7. Suppose that D / 0, s s 1, and s is not a root of unity.1 1
With similar argument as in Case 5, we can deduce that Z s C.
Case 8. Suppose that D / 0, that both s , s are not roots of unity, and1 2
Ž . n1 n2that n , n assume exist are the minimal positive integers with s s s 1.1 2 1 2
i j <It is conventional to verify that s s s 1 if and only if n i and in s jn .1 2 1 2 1
ŽFrom Lemma 2.4 we see that a / 0 for all i g N. Let ¤ s du y s ud qi 1
Ž ..n2Ž Ž ..n1gr s y 1 du y s ud q gr s y 1 . It is clear by Lemma 2.5 that2 2 1
Ž Ž .. w xZ A a , b , g > W [ C ¤ . Suppose that z g Z is arbitrary. We shall
Ž .show z g W by induction on deg z .
Ž .If deg z s 0, we have z g C.
Ž .Suppose that any center element with degree - m ) 0 is in W. Let
Ž .z g Z with deg z s m ) 0, and let z s z q z q ??? qz where z ism my1 0 i
 iŽhomogeneous of degree i corresponding to the basis u du y s ud q2
Ž .. j k < 4gr s y 1 d i, j, k g N . By considering dz s zd and uz s zu we see1
Ž Žm.. Ž Žm..that dz s z d mod B and uz s z u mod B . It suffices to showm m m m
that there exists an w g W l BŽm. such that z y w g BŽmy1.. We shallm
Ž .  iŽprove this by induction on Deg z with respect to the basis u du y s udm 2
Ž .. j k < 4 Ž . m my1q gr s y 1 d i, j, k g N . If Deg dz s 0, let z s x u q x u d1 m m 0 1
m Ž . Ž .q ??? qx d , where x g C. We have Deg dz s 1 or Deg z d s 1 andm i m m
Ž . Ž .Deg z d s Deg uz s 0, which implies z s 0, a contradiction. Som m m
Ž .Deg z s m ) 0. If, in the expression of z with respect to the basism 1 m
 iŽ . j k < 4u du y s ud d i, j, k g N , there exists a nonzero monomial of the2
iŽ Ž ..m1 j Ž .form u du y s ud q gr s y 1 d with i ) 0, then we have Deg dz2 1 m
Ž .s m q 1 and Deg z d s m . So1 m 1
m1g
z s a du y s ud qm 2ž /s y 11
km y11 g
i jq a u du y s ud q dÝ Ý i , j , k 2ž /s y 11ks0 iqjsmy2 k
Ž .for some a / 0 , a g C. It follows that m s 2m . Leti, j, k 1
m1Xw s du y s ud q gr s y 1Ž .Ž .2 1
m y11q a u du y s ud q gr s y 1 d q ???Ž .Ž .1, my1, 1 2 1
qa um1 dm1 g Z.m , 0 , m1 1
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X X Ž Žm.. X X Ž Žm..By Lemma 2.7 we have dw s w d mod B and uw s w u mod B .
By Lemma 2.6 we see that there exists j with 0 F j F m such that1
j m1yj Ž . Ž l.s s s 1. Thus m s l n q n for some l g N. Then Deg z y a¤1 2 1 1 2 m
Ž .- m . By induction hypothesis, we see that z g W. Therefore e follows.1
Case 9. Suppose that D / 0, s , s are primitive roots of unity of order1 2
w xn ) 1, n ) 1, respectively, and n s n , n . Here we allow n s 1 or1 2 1 2 1
n s 1 if g s 0.2
Let r be the minimal positive integer with s r s s r . Denote1 2
i jg g
n nW s C d , u , du y s ud q du y s ud q1 2ž / ž /s y 1 s y 12 1
j i; i , j g N with s s s 1 .1 2
It is clear that W : Z.
First we show the following claim.
Ž Ž .. r Ž Ž .. rClaim 2. du y s ud q gr s y 1 y du y s ud q gr s y 1 s1 2 2 1
Ž . r r Ž ry1.r2 r r Ž Ž2 ry1..s y s s u d mod B .2 1 2
r Ž Ž r .. ŽŽFirst we should note that a s 0, b s s , c s g 1 y s r 1 yry1 ry1 1 ry1 1
.Ž .. <s 1 y s , and that n i if and only if a s c s 0 and b s 1.1 2 iy1 iy1 iy1
By induction on i we can easily obtain that the coefficient of udi in the
i  iŽ Žexpression of d u in terms of the basis u du y s ud q gr s y2 1
.. j k < 4 i1 d i, j, k g N is s .2
 Ž i.4For any i ) 0, by using the properties of the filtration B and the
gradation A s [ B we haveiig Z
jiy1 gi iyjy1 iyjy1 Ž2 iy1.ud s u u du y s ud q d d mod B .Ž . Ž .Ý 2ž /s y 11js0
3.3Ž .
By induction on j we can see that the coefficient of uidi is s iŽ iy1.r2. By2
using Lemma 2.5 and the above equation we obtain that
r r
g g
¤ [ du y s ud q y du y s ud q1 2ž / ž /s y 1 s y 12 1
r r
g g
s du y s ud q q s y s ud y du y s ud qŽ .2 2 1 2ž / ž /ž /s y 1 s y 11 1
mod BŽ2 ry1.Ž .
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iry1 gry i ryirs s y s du y s ud q udŽ . Ž .Ý 2 1 2ž / ž /i s y 11is0
mod BŽ2 ry1.Ž .
ry1g
s )u du y s ud q d q ???2ž /s y 11
d ry 1g rry1 r Ž ry1.r2 r rq )u du y s ud q q s y s s u dŽ .2 2 1 2ž /s y 11
mod BŽ2 ry1. ,Ž .
where ) are some complex numbers. If one ) is not 0, noting a / 0 fori
Ž . Ž .i - r, we see that Deg d¤ ) Deg ¤d , which contradicts the fact that
d¤ s s r¤d. Then all )'s in the above equation must be 0. Thus Claim 21
follows.
Claim 3. For m g N, if there exist i, j g N satisfying m s i q j and
s j s i s 1, let i s ri q i , j s rj q j , where 0 F i - r, 0 F j - r. For1 2 1 2 1 2 2 2
any k with 0 F k F i q j we have a central element of the form1 1
my k rg
k r k rw s u du y s ud q dm , k r 2ž /s y 11
my k ry1g
k rq1 k rq1 m mq )u du y s ud q d q ??? q)u d ,2ž /s y 11
3.4Ž .
where the )'s are some complex numbers.
From the above hypothesis we know that the following elements are
in Z:
i iqjyi2 2g g
du y s ud q du y s q ,1 2ž / ž /s y 1 s y 12 1
rq i iqjyi yr2 2g g
du y s ud q du y s ud q ,1 2ž / ž /s y 1 s y 12 1
iq jyj j2 2g g
??? , du y s ud q du y s ud q .1 2ž / ž /s y 1 s y 12 1
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By repeatedly taking the difference of the resulting differences of these
elements and using Claim 2, for example,
i iqjyi2 2g g
du y s ud q du y s ud q1 2ž / ž /s y 1 s y 12 1
rq i iqjyi yr2 2g g
y du y s ud q du y s ud q1 2ž / ž /s y 1 s y 12 1
i2gr yr Ž rq1.r2 rs s y s s u du y s ud qŽ .2 1 2 1ž /s y 12
iq jyryi2g
r Ž2 my1.= du y s ud q d mod B ,Ž .2ž /s y 11
we see that for this pair m, k we have a central element
i myi yk r2 2g g
k r k ru du y s ud q du y s ud q d1 2ž / ž /s y 1 s y 12 1
mod BŽ2 my1.Ž .
my k rg
k r k rs u du y s ud q d2ž /s y 11
my k ry1g
k rq1 k rq1 m mq )u du y s ud q d q ??? q)u d2ž /s y 11
mod BŽ2 my1.Ž .
s w mod BŽ2 my1. ,Ž .m , k r
where ) are some complex numbers. Note that the lst two displayed
expressions are homogenous and of degree 2m. So Claim 3 is proved.
Now we are ready to begin our proof in this case. Suppose that z g Z.
Ž .We shall show z g W by induction on deg z .
Ž .Suppose that any center element with degree - m ) 0 is in W. Let
Ž .z g Z with deg z s m ) 0, and let z s z q z q ??? qz where z ism my1 0 i
 iŽhomogeneous of degree i corresponding to the basis u du y s ud q2
Ž .. j k < 4gr s y 1 d i, j, k g N . By considering dz s zd and uz s zu we see1
Ž Žm.. Ž Žm..that dz s z d mod B and uz s z u mod B . It suffices to showm m m m
that there exists an w g W l BŽm. such that z y w g BŽmy1.. We shallm
Ž .  iŽprove this by induction on Deg z with respect to the basis u du y s udm 2
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Ž .. j k < 4 Ž . m my1q gr s y 1 d i, j, k g N . If Deg z s 0, let z s x u q x u d1 m m 0 1
m Ž Žm..q ??? qx d , where x g C. From dz s z d mod B and uz s z um i m m m m
Ž Žm.. <mod B , using the fact that a s 0 and b s 1 if and only if n i, we seei i
w n n x Ž .that z g C d , u . Next suppose Deg z s m ) 0. In the expressionm m 1
 iŽ Ž .. j k < 4of z with respect to the basis u du y s ud q gr s y 1 d i, j, k g N ,m 2 1
i0Ž Ž ..m1 j0for any nonzero monomial of the form u du y s ud q gr s y 1 d ,2 1
< <then we have r i and similarly r j . Consider the part in the expression of0 0
 iŽ Ž .. j k < 4z with respect to the basis u du y s ud q gr s y 1 d i, j, k g N :m 2 1
m1g
i j0 0w s au du y s ud q d2ž /s y 11
m y11g
i q1 j q1 m qi m qj0 0 1 0 1 0q )u du y s ud q d q ??? q)u d .2ž /s y 11
Ž Žm.. Ž Žm..We see that dw s wd mod B and uw s wu mod B . By Lemma 2.6
we get that there exists a l g N such that s i0ql sm1yl s 1 and s j0ql sm1yl s 1.1 2 1 2
< i0yj 0 <Noting that r i y j and s s 1 we see that n i y j . Suppose that0 0 1 0 0
j ) i . By Claim 3 we see that there is a central element aw d j0yi 00 0 m qi , i1 0 0
i0Ž Ž ..m1 j0having the monomial au du y s ud q gr s y 1 d . Thus by sub-2 1
tracting such central elements in W from z we get a central element zXm
Ž X.with Deg z - m . By induction hypothesis, we see that z g W. Therefore1
Ž .f follows.
Case 10. Suppose that gD / 0, s s 1, and s is a primitive root of1 2
unity of order n.
Ž Ž .. wŽIn this case we shall show that Z A a , b , g s W [ C du y s ud q1
Ž ..n xgr s y 1 . By Lemma 2.4, simple computations yield that c / 0 for all2 i
i ) 0. Thus di f Z and ui f Z for all i ) 0. It is clear by Lemma 2.5 that
Ž Ž ..Z A a , b , g > W. Suppose that z g Z is arbitrary. We shall show z g W
Ž .by induction on deg z .
Ž .If deg z s 0, we have z g C.
Ž .Suppose that any center element with degree - m ) 0 is in W. Let
Ž .z g Z with deg z s m ) 0, and let z s z q z q ??? qz where z ism my1 0 i
 iŽ Žhomogenous of degree i corresponding to the basis u du y ud q gr s2
.. j k < 4y1 d i, j, k g N . Further let
jg
i myiy2 jz s a u du y ud q d ,Ým i , j ž /s y 12i , j
jg
i myiy2 jy2z s b u du y ud q d ,Ýmy 2 i , j ž /s y 12i , j
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where a , b g C. By considering dz s zd and uz s zu we see thati, j i, j
Ž Žm.. Ž Žm..dz s z d mod B and uz s z u mod B . From the correspond-m m m m
Ž . < < < Xing case Case 9 , we get that n m, n i, n j. We may assume that m s nm
and
n jg XX ni nŽm yiy2 j.z s a u du y ud q d .Ým i , j ž /s y 12i , j
By subtracting an element in W from z, we may assume that aX X s 0.0, m r2
If we still have z / 0, by symmetry we may assume that i ) 0 is minimalm 0
such that aX / 0. Considering the homogeneous part of degree m y 1i , j0 0
in dz s zd and using duin s uind q c uiny1, we deduce thatni
n jg XX niy1 nŽm yiy2 j.a c u du y ud q d q dzÝ Ý i , j in my2ž /s y 12iGi j0
s z d mod BŽmy2. . 3.5Ž . Ž .my 2
Ž .If there exists b / 0 such that i ) 0 minimal and i - i , from 3.5i , j 1 1 01 1
<we obtain that n i and1
j1g
i myi y2 j y21 1 1d b u du y ud q di , j1 1 ž /ž /s y 12
j1g
i myi y2 j y2 Žmy2.1 1 1s b u du y ud q d d mod B .Ž .i , j1 1 ž /ž /s y 12
Ž .Repeatedly using this technique we may assume that, for z in 3.5 ,my 2
X ni0y1 Žb s 0 for all i - i n y 1. In order to cancel a c u du y ud qi, j 0 i , j i n0 0 0
Ž ..n j0 nŽmXyi 0y2 j0 . Ž . Žgr s y 1 d which appeared in the first part in 3.5 this2
. ni0y1 Žoccurs only in z d , we must have the nonzero term b u dumy 2 i ny1, j0 0
Ž ..n j0 nŽmXyi 0y2 j0 .y1y ud q gr s y 1 d which appeared in z . But from2 my2
ni0y2 Ž Ždz we get a nonzero term b c u du y ud q gr s ymy 2 i ny1, j i ny1 20 0 0
..n j0q1 nŽmXyi 0y2 j0 .y1 Ž .1 d which cannot occur in the other part of 3.5 since
Ž .the property of i , so this term cannot be cancelled in 3.5 , a contradic-0
tion. This contradiction tells us that z g W in any case. Thus we can seem
that z g W. Therefore we must have Z s W.
Case 11. Suppose that gD / 0, s s 1, and s is a primitive root of2 1
unity of order n.
The argument in this case is dual to Case 10; we can deduce that
wŽ Ž ..n xZ s C du y s ud q gr s y 1 .2 1
Summarizing all the cases above, we have completed the proof of
Theorem 1.3.
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We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.4.
Ž .Proof of Theorem 1.4. We regard the homogenization A a , b , g , t of
Ž . Ž 2 .the down]up algebra A a , b , g as a down]up algebra A a , b , g tCw t x
w xover the ring of C t . It is clear that all the proofs of Theorem 1.3 are still
valid. So Theorem 1.4 follows.
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